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Abstract

Last years have witnessed how crowd simulations have
become an essential tool for many virtual environment ap-
plications. These applications require both rendering vi-
sually plausible images and managing the behavior of au-
tonomous agents, and therefore they need a scalable design
that allow them to simultaneously tackle these two require-
ments. One of the main problems in the design of a scalable
crowd simulations consists of efficiently distributing among
different computers the semantic database containing the
virtual world.

In this paper, we propose a genetic approach for dis-
tributing the semantic database of crowd simulations in
such a way that the dependencies among the computers
hosting the pieces of the database are minimized. The pro-
posed approach avoids the saturation of these computers by
ensuring that the size of the pieces assigned to each com-
puter is properly balanced. Performance evaluation results
show that the proposed approach significantly reduces the
resulting overhead in regard to other local search methods,
regardless of the movement pattern the agents can follow.
Therefore, it allows an effective partition of the semantic
database.

1. Introduction

Last years have witnessed how crowd simulations have
become an essential tool for many virtual environment ap-
plications. Extensive use of virtual crowds has been made
in many commercial movies like AntZ [1] or The Lord of
the Rings [6]. Also, high quality crowd simulations are cru-
cial for many virtual environment applications in education,
training, and entertainment [3, 11, 25].

Crowd simulations can be considered as virtual environ-
ment applications with were users do not control the avatars.
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Instead, avatars are autonomous agents that can have differ-
ent missions in the virtual world. As a results, crowd sim-
ulations have two different goals. On the one hand, crowd
simulations must focus on rendering visually plausible im-
ages of the environment, requiring a high computational
cost. On the other hand, complex agents must have au-
tonomous behaviors, greatly increasing the computational
cost as well. Figure 1 shows an example of a crowd sim-
ulations. Concretely, it shows a detailed view of a urban
environment. In this case, this environment is filled with
8000 autonomous agents that freely move an interact in the
environment.

Figure 1. Detailed view of a urban environ-
ment with 8000 agents

One of the main problems that arises in the design
of a crowd simulation is the scalability. Some proposals
tackle crowd simulations as a particle system with differ-
ent levels of details (eg:impostors) in order to reduce the
computational cost [4, 26]. Although these proposals can
handle crowd dynamics and display populated interactive
scenes (10000 virtual humans), they are not able to pro-
duce complex autonomous behaviors for their actors. On
the contrary, several proposals have been made to provide



efficient and autonomous behaviors to crowd simulations
[23, 21, 5, 22, 17, 10]. However, they are based on a cen-
tralized system architecture, and they can only control a
few hundreds of autonomous agents with different skills
(pedestrians with navigation and/or social behaviors for ur-
ban/evacuation contexts). Taking into account that pedes-
trians represent the slowest human actors (in front of other
kind of actors like drivers in cars, for example) these results
show that scalability has still to be solved in crowd simula-
tions.

Distributed schemes like networked-server architectures
[12, 8, 20] or peer-to-peer architectures [18, 16, 19] have
been proved to improve the scalability of virtual environ-
ments through the use of different interconnected comput-
ers. In order to exploit the potential of such computer archi-
tectures, the software architecture must also be distributed.
An example of such software architecture could be the one
shown in figure 2. It is composed of two kind of elements:
theAction Server (AS)and theClient Processes (CP). The
AS is unique, but the system can have as many client pro-
cesses as necessary, in order to properly scale with the num-
ber of agents to be simulated. In his turn, each CP manages
a group of autonomous agents. In order to take advantage
from the underlying computer architecture, the most suit-
able distribution for this software architecture consistsof
allocating the AS in a single server, and uniformly distribut-
ing the CPs among the rest of the networked servers. Since
each client process can manage a variable number of au-
tonomous agents, the replicas usually host one CP, although
it can hosts several ones. On the other hand, the action
server is composed of two different modules, the Semantic
Data Base (SDB) and theAction Execution Module (AEM).
The action server is hosted on another networked server.

Figure 2. A distributed software architecture

Although a software architecture like the one shown in
figure 2 can improve the scalability of the crowd simula-

tion with respect to centralized architectures, it is limited by
the the centralized nature of the AS. This element becomes
the system bottleneck when the number of agents reaches
order of magnitude of tens of thousands. In this sense, a
region-based partition of the semantic database and its dis-
tribution among different computers seems to be essential
for actually exploiting the inherent scalability of distributed
computer architectures. In such a scheme, each part of the
distributed database would contain the information of a dif-
ferent region of the virtual world and it would reside in a
different computer.

However, several problems arise when physically dis-
tributing the semantic database. First, in order to maintain
the database consistency those agents near the borders of
each region need to access to several regions. This requires
the exchanging of locking requests among the computers
hosting the partition of the database. Additionally, in or-
der to avoid the saturation of those computers hosting the
database the partition must be properly balanced. Taking
into account these issues, in this paper, we propose a ge-
netic approach for solving the problem of properly distribut-
ing the semantic database of crowd simulations among the
computers in the system. Performance evaluation results
show that the proposed algorithm improves the performance
achieved by other local search methods, providing balanced
partitions that actually minimize the number of locking re-
quests.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
details the problems to be solved in order to properly dis-
tributing the semantic database and the evaluation function
used for modeling the problem. Section 3 describes the im-
plementation and tuning of the proposed genetic algorithm.
Next, Section 4 presents the performance evaluation of the
proposed method. Finally, Section 5 presents some con-
cluding remarks.

2. The Semantic Database Problem

The problem of properly distributing the information
stored in a centralized semantic database of a crowd sim-
ulation has not been still addressed. As discussed above,
this problem can be split into two different problems: on
the one hand, the overhead produced by those agents near
the borders of each region. Effectively, when the seman-
tic database is split into several pieces, each one containing
a given region of the virtual world, the surroundings of an
agent located near the border of a region are contained in
more than one of the pieces. All of these pieces must wait
(must be locked) until the action requested by that agent is
checked in all the pieces, in order to ensure that other lo-
cal requests do not change that area of the virtual world.
Regardless of the consistency protocol used, this constraint
adds a significant overhead that must be minimized, since
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the requests from all the agents must be solved by the AS in
a single cycle. On the other hand, the potential saturation of
a given computer must be taken into account. In this sense,
a proper balancing of the regions assigned to different com-
puters must be made. Otherwise, one or more computers
can reach saturation, greatly degrading the performance of
the entire system [20].

An assignment of regions to computers consists of parti-
tioning the virtual world into 2D or 3D regions and assign-
ing each part of the semantic database (containing each of
these regions) to a given computer. We will denote asmod-
ules each part of the database containing a given region.
The computerk hosting a given module then will become
the server for that region, meaning that all the agents located
in that region of the virtual world (as shown in figure 2, the
autonomous agents are threads of a process being executed
on another computer) will send requests to computerk to
check their interactions with the virtual world. The seman-
tic database problem will consists of finding a near optimal
partition of the semantic database that minimizes the num-
ber of agents near the border of the regions and also that
properly balances the number of agents in each of the re-
gions. Additionally, the partition of the semantic database is
a dynamic procedure. In each server cycle, the autonomous
agents in a crowd simulation can move and interact with
the virtual world existing in their surroundings, in such a
way that when the simulation proceeds the current parti-
tion can become obsolete because many agents have moved
from their original location. At this point, a new search for
the best partition (taking into account the current position
of the agents) must be performed.

Since this seems a complex problem, we propose the use
of a bio-inspired heuristic technique that is capable to per-
form a heuristic search within the huge solution space of
all possible partitions of the virtual world. The first step in
the process of a heuristic search is the definition of a fitness
function that properly models the problem to be solved. For
the sake of clearness, in this paper we will consider 2-D
worlds, although the technique can be easily extrapolated
to 3-D worlds. We have considered rectangular (or square)
regions delimited by four coordinates,x min, x max, ymin
andy max. The surroundings of each avatar are delimited
by its Area of interest (AOI) [24]. The AOI defines the area
of the virtual world that the agent can interact with. Usually,
AOIs have spheric (3-D worlds) or circular shapes.

Since this particular problem is determined by the two
main issues explained above, we have defined the fitness
function to be minimized by the search method as the fol-
lowing one:

H(P ) = ω1 · α(P ) + ω2 · β(P ), ω1 + ω2 = 1 (1)

The first term in this equation measures the number

of agents in the resulting partitionP whose surroundings
crosses the region boundaries. Each interaction of such
agents will require the locking of more than one of the mod-
ules, and this overhead must be minimized. Concretely,
α(P ) is computed as the sum of all the agents whose AOIs
intersect two or more regions of the virtual world (that is,
the number of avatars whose AOIs reside in more than one
module).β(P ) is computed as the standard deviation of the
average number of agents that each region contains. There-
fore,β(P ) measures how balanced partitionP is. Finally,
ω1 andω2 are weighting factors between 0 and 1 that can
be tuned to change the behavior of the search as needed.

Thus, the proposed approach will consist of a heuristic
search on order to find the partition that minimizesH(P )
as much as possible.

3. A Sexual Elitist Genetic Algorithm

Genetic Algorithms (GA) consists of a search method
based on the concept of evolution by natural selection
[15, 9]. GA starts from an initial population, made of
P chromosomes, that evolves following certain rules, until
reaching a convergence condition that maximizes a fitness
function. Each iteration of the algorithm consists of gener-
ating a new population from the existing one by recombin-
ing or even mutating chromosomes. In this case, a chromo-
some consists of an integer array that containsk Minimum
Bound Rectangles (MBR), wherek is the number of pieces
which the semantic database must be split into. Each MBR
is a quadruple (integer coordinates array) [x min, x max,
y min, y max] that defines a rectangular region of the vir-
tual world. Thus, a chromosome defines a partition of the
virtual world ink regions.

Most of heuristic methods are based on the random gen-
eration of an initial population. However, if the initial popu-
lation has been correctly defined, then the heuristic method
easily obtains a good approximation to the global optimum.
In this case the algorithm should maintain a certain level
of structural diversity among all the chromosomes, in order
to avoid the premature convergence of the search [15]. In
this sense, it must be noticed that the method bust be exe-
cuted in each server cycle, and it must start from the result
provided for the prior AS cycle. Thus, from this initial par-
tition a population ofR chromosomes is randomly gener-
ated. These chromosomes are sorted by the fitness function
H(P ) associated with each chromosome in ascending or-
der (the first chromosome is the one with the best partition).
We have denoted this sorted list asBest Solutions List (BSL).
This list represents the initial population for the genetical-
gorithm, and it will contain the bestR solutions found until
that iteration by the GA. The value ofR is a parameter that
must be tuned. However, in order to prove that the proposed
method can provide good results even in the worst case, we
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have not tuned this parameter, and we have used an arbitrary
value (R=10).

Each iteration consists of generating adescendantgener-
ation ofR chromosomes, starting from anancestorgenera-
tion. The way that the algorithm provides the next genera-
tion determines the behavior of the GA. We have chosen a
sexual reproduction technique [15], in such a way that each
descendant is generated starting from two ancestors. In each
iteration the first ancestor for thei− th chromosome of the
population is thei − th chromosome of the population in
the previous iteration. The second ancestor is randomly se-
lected among the 50% of the previous population with the
best fitness function.

From each two ancestors, an offspring is obtained by
computing a randomly skewed average of the coordinates
in each of the ancestors. This skewed average is com-
puted for all the coordinates in an MBR and for all the
MBRs in a chromosome. As an example, figure 3 shows
the MBRs corresponding to two ancestors and an example
of the resulting offspring. In this figure, we can see an an-
cestor MBRa whose coordinates are defined by the quadru-
ple [xa min, xamax, yamin, yamax] and a second ances-
tor MBR whose coordinates are defined by the quadruple
[xb min, xbmax, ybmin, ybmax]. From these two MBRs,
the MBR with dashed lines is computed.

(xa_min,ya_max) (xa_max,ya_max)

(xa_max,ya_min)(xa_min,ya_min)

(xb_max,yb_min)

(xb_max,yb_max)(xb_min,yb_max)

(xb_min,yb_min)

Figure 3. Offspring generation

It must be noticed that this reproduction method can pro-
duce non-valid offsprings, because they define MBRs with
different shapes. For example, the resulting MBR in fig-
ure 3 is narrower than ancestora. If the rest of MBRs in
the resulting chromosome do not include the area ofa not
covered by the resulting offspring, then the agents located
at that area will not be assigned to the semantic database.
Moreover, the initial partition, provided by the previous ex-
ecution of the GA, can be corrupted due to the movement of
agents during the AS cycle. In this case, the initial popula-
tion starts from a modified partition where some regions are

expanded as necessary to cover all the agents at the current
locations.

Since invalid offsprings can be generated, the number
of chromosomes in the offspring population can be lower
thanR. When an invalid offspring is generated it is simply
discarded, and another offspring is generated from different
ancestors in the population. When all the ancestor popula-
tion has been used for producing offsprings and the number
of valid offsprings is lower thanR, then process starts again
until R valid offsprings are obtained. At this point, theR
offsprings and the chromosomes in the BSL are sorted and
merged to obtain the new BSL for that iteration.

The whole process performed in each iterationi can be
expressed as the following pseudo-code statements :

Iteration i

CONST
R /* Num. of chromosomes in the population */

TYPE
MBR : array[4] of integer;
chromosome : array [k] of MBR;

VAR
int j, l
Anc1, Anc2 : chromosome /* Ancestors */
offs : chromosome /* Offspring */

BSL : array [R] of chromosome;
offs_array : array [R] of chromosome;

begin
z :=1;
while z < R do

For j:=1 to R do
Anc1 := BSL(j);
Anc2 := First_Half_Select (BSL);
offs := skew_average (Anc1,Anc2);
if (valid (offspring) )

insert(offs_array, offs);
z++;

end_if
end_for

end_while
Evaluate_And_Sort (offs_array, BSL);

end

Since one of the main constraints in the semantic
database problem is the execution time of the search (it must
be shorter than a fraction of the AS cycle, denoted asT , in
order to provide an effective partition) we have established
the execution time as one of the finishing conditions of the
algorithm. Concretely, we have setT to half of the AS cy-
cle period, that is, 125 msec.. Additionally, in order to en-
sure that the proposed method provides the best solution as
possible, we have added the decrease ofH(P ) as a con-
vergence condition. That is, if theH(P ) value of the first
chromosome in the BSL is not decreased in two successive
iterations, then the algorithm finishes. Therefore, the first
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chromosome in the BSL is chosen as the result of the search
either when the convergence condition is reached or when
the algorithm has been executed duringT milliseconds.

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the performance evaluation
of the heuristic method described in the previous section.
For comparison purposes, we have also tested another lo-
cal search method,K-means[13]. K-means is a non-
supervised clustering technique used in data mining and
other AI fields. In this problem,K (the number of pieces
which the semantic database must be split into) is fixed a
priori. K-means splits the data set into k-partitions, consid-
ering that the distance from each agent to its centroid (the
point whosex coordinate is the averagex coordinate of all
the agents and whosey coordinate is the averagey coordi-
nate of all the agents) should be minimized. It is an iterative
method, and it continually processes the data set until the
coordinates of all the centroids do not change in two itera-
tions.

We have evaluated both theK-means method and the
proposed method in a crowd simulation composed by 8000
autonomous agents and withK= 5. Concretely, the crowd
simulations consist of the evacuation of a structured 2-D
world where there are several emergency exits. The au-
tonomous agents must try to escape from the world as soon
as possible. We have performed different experiments with
different populations and different virtual worlds. In allof
them we have considered three well-known movement pat-
terns: Changing Circular Pattern (CCP) [2], HP-All (HPA)
[7] and HP-Near (HPN) [14]. CCP considers that all avatars
in the virtual world move randomly around the virtual scene
following circular trajectories. HPA considers that thereex-
ists certain “hot points” where all avatars approach sooner
or later. This movement pattern is typical of multiuser
games, and this application is an example of this pattern,
since all agents must find one of the existing exits. Fi-
nally, HPN also considers these hot-points, but only avatars
located within a given radius of the hot-points approach
these locations. In order to achieve these movement pat-
terns, we have considered the following 2-D world config-
urations: full, where there are a lot of emergency exits and
they are uniformly distributed along the whole 2-D world
(CCP pattern); perimeter, where all the emergency exits are
uniformly distributed along the four borders of the virtual
world (HP-Near); up, where there are only a few exits and
they are located at the upper border of the world (HP-All);
and down, where there is only one exit located at the lower
border of the world (HP-All with a single hot-point). In
order to illustrate these configurations, figure 4 shows four
snapshots of the virtual world with these configurations at
half of the simulation time. In this figure, the 2-D world is

viewed from above, and agents are represented as grey dots.

Figure 4. Movement patterns: a) full b)
perimeter c) up d) down

A common feature for all these movement patterns is that
as simulation proceeds and some agents accomplish their
mission (escaping from the virtual world), the number of
agents in the database decreases. Another common feature
is that the obstacles in the virtual world (there are a lot of
walls and only some doors allow to access the correct path
for escaping) make agents to crowd in some regions of the
virtual world (as it actually occurs in the real world when a
lot of people try to escape from a building or a stadium).

The first step in the performance evaluation of the pro-
posed method is to study the improvement achieved (in
terms of both the fitness function and execution times) with
respect to the reference method (K-means). Table 1 shows
an example of the performance evaluation results for both
methods under the four configurations described above. The
results obtained in all the experiments performed with dif-
ferent populations and in different virtual worlds were very
similar. Each row in this table shows the execution time
in milliseconds required to compute each algorithm for a
population of 8000 agents and the resultingH(P ) values
achieved by each method. We have labeled the proposed
method asgenMBR, for genetic MBR. For both methodsω1

andω2 values were set to 0.6 and 0.4, respectively.
Table 1 shows that for all the configurations the fit-

ness function values provided by the proposed approach are
lower than the ones provided by theK-means method. On
the contrary, the execution times required by the proposed
approach is one order of magnitude higher than the time
required for executing theK-means algorithm, as it could
be expected. Nevertheless, the only time constraint imposed
by the application is that the partition is provided before half
of the AS period is reached, that is, 125 milliseconds. None
of the execution times reaches that threshold. Therefore,
these results hows that the genetic approach can efficiently
solve the semantic database problem.

Nevertheless, the results shown in table 1 do not show
the actual improvement that the proposed approach pro-
vides to real systems. In order to achieve this goal, we have
executed crowd simulations with the four movement pat-
terns shown above and we have used both methods (with
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Full
Method Ex. Time H(P)

K-means 3 411
genMBR 98 296

Perimeter
Method Ex. Time H(P)

K-means 5 487
genMBR 91 342

Up
Method Ex. Time H(P)

K-means 7 923
genMBR 124 677

Down
Method Ex. Time H(P)

K-means 7 866
genMBR 115 750

Table 1. Comparison study for different con-
figurations.

ω1=0.6) for distributing the semantic database, measuring
the actual performance achieved in each of them. Figure 5
shows theH(P ) values provided by both methods during
the crowd simulation of the Full configuration. In this fig-
ure (and the following ones), the x-axis show the simulation
time in seconds, while the y-axis shows theH(P ) values
provided by both methods for all the AS cycles. It can be
clearly seen that during the first 50 seconds theH(P ) values
provided by the proposed approach are clearly lower than
the ones provided by theK-means method. After that pe-
riod the differences decrease due to the population decrease
(in this configuration there are a lot of emergency exits and
the population rapidly decreases).

Figure 5. H(P) values provided during a crowd
simulation (Full configuration)

In order to measure the effects that the proposed ap-

proach has on the simulations shown in figure 5, Table 2
shows the average number of locking requests produced in
each AS period among the computers hosting the database
modules. Each value shown in this table is the average value
for all the AS cycles of the simulation time. Also, this ta-
ble shows the average standard deviation for the average
number of agents in each module (that is, how balanced the
provided partitions are).

Method Locks Std. Deviation
K-means 343 513
genMBR 154 510

Table 2. Performance evaluation for the Full
configuration.

Table 2 shows that the proposed method provides signif-
icantly better results than the reference method in terms of
the number of locking requests. Concretely, the proposed
method reduces the average number of locking requests to
less than half of the ones provided by theK-means method.
Also, table 2 shows the average standard deviation of the
number of agents hosted in each module (that is, how bal-
anced the partitions are during the simulations). This col-
umn of the table shows that the proposed method provides
a similar balancing to the one provided by theK-means
method.

Figure 6 shows theH(P ) values provided by both meth-
ods during a simulation with the Perimeter configuration.
In this case the genMBR plot show much lower values than
theK-means plot for the first 110 seconds of the simulation.
After that period, the difference between the two plots is re-
duced and it remains more or less constant until the end of
the simulation. However, the genMBR plot is always below
theK-means plot, and thus this simulation longs a shorter
time than the simulation with theK-means method. Since
less locking requests are sent, the hosting computers can an-
swer the agents faster, and therefore agents can accomplish
their mission (evacuation) in a shorter time.

Table 3 shows the average number of locking requests
produced in each AS period and the average standard devi-
ation for the simulation performed using a perimeter con-
figuration of the virtual world.

Method Locks Std. Deviation
K-means 189 936
genMBR 131 661

Table 3. Performance evaluation for the
Perimeter configuration.
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Figure 6. H(P) values provided during a crowd
simulation (Perimeter configuration)

Table 3 shows that the proposed method is able to pro-
vide a lower number of locks than theK-means method,
while the average standard deviation is still lower than the
one provided by theK-means method.

Figure 7 shows theH(P ) values provided by both meth-
ods during a simulation with the Up configuration. In
this case, the values ofH(P ) provided by the proposed
method are around half of the ones provided by theK-
means method during the 300 first seconds of the simula-
tion. After that period both plots shows more or less the
same behavior. Again, these results show that the proposed
method provides better results in terms of the fitness func-
tion.

Figure 7. H(P) values provided during a crowd
simulation (Up configuration)

Table 4 shows the average number of locking requests
produced in each AS period and the average standard devia-
tion for the simulation performed using an Up configuration
of the virtual world.

Table 4 shows that again the proposed method provides

Method Locks Std. Deviation
K-means 475 1597
genMBR 232 1346

Table 4. Performance evaluation for the Up
configuration.

around half of the locking requests provided by theK-
means method, while the partitions are slightly better bal-
anced.

Finally, Figure 8 and table 5 show the performance re-
sults for the Down configuration. In this case the proposed
method does not provide clearly lower values ofH(P ) than
the ones provided by theK-means method. In terms of
actual performance improvement, the average number of
locks shown in table 5 for the proposed method is less than
half of the ones provided by theK-means method. The
partitions provided by the proposed method show a similar
standtard deviation than the ones provided by theK-means
method. In order to ensure that the provided partitions do
not lead to saturation, we have measured the maximum CPU
utilization reached by all the computers in the simulation,
and in all of them this value was lower than 85% (in order
to reach saturation, a CPU utilization around 99% or more
must be reached [20]). Therefore, the proposed method pro-
vide balanced partitions that generate less locking requests,
actually improving the system throughput (the number of
agents supported by the system).

Figure 8. H(P) values provided during a crowd
simulation (Down configuration)

When comparing table 5 with the rest of the tables we
can see that the numbers in table 5 are the highest ones.
This indicates that this is the configuration generating the
highest workload, since there is only one emergency exit in
the virtual world. Even in this case the proposed approach
is able to generate a lower overhead due to the locking re-
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Method Locks Std. Deviation
K-means 684 1142
genMBR 299 1180

Table 5. Performance evaluation for the Down
configuration.

quests, while still balancing the workload associated to each
module of the database.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a genetic algorithm for
solving the semantic database problem that arises in crowd
simulations when this database must be split in order to be
distributed among several computers of a distributed sys-
tem.

Performance evaluation results show that the proposed
approach provides partitions that are properly balanced,
avoiding the saturation of the servers as much as possi-
ble. Also, the proposed approach significantly reduces the
overhead due to the partition consistency (number of locks)
in regard to other local search methods, regardless of the
movement pattern the agents can follow. Therefore, it al-
lows an effective partition of the AS, eliminating the bottle-
neck that a centralized database represents.
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